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Introd uction

The API hierarchy of needs is inspired by the work of Abraham
Maslow, a psycho logist who created a theory that explains how
human needs are fulfilled — the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.
While Maslow’s goal was to understand and explain the priorities of
human needs, from breathing and feeding to self-e steem and
morality, the API hierarchy of needs explains different charac ter istics
that make an API usable.
The hierarchy of needs is a pyramid divided into five different layers
that represent different charac ter istics that you should consider when
launching and mainta ining an API.

Source: Bruno Pedro is a Web and Business developer with over
fifteen years’ experience in both startups and large corpor ations.
http:/ /ap iux.co m/2 013 /05 /29 /ap i-h ier arc hy- nee ds/ #mo re-454

Usability

Usability is at the bottom of the pyramid because it’s the most
important charac ter istic that will dictate the success of your API
among develo pers.
Is your API easy to set up and use by develo pers? You should make
sure that any developer doesn’t take more than 3 seconds to
understand what your API does, 30 seconds to find the correct
endpoint and 3 minutes to start consuming it (the 3:30:3 Rule, by Ori
Pekelman).
Other usability aspects involve, among other things, using an approp ‐
riate authen tic ation scheme, offering easy to use endpoint URLs,
and responding standard HTTP error codes.

Functi onality

Does your API work as expected? Your API endpoints should
behave exactly as announced on the docume nta tion. In situations
where unexpected things happen, you should offer easy to consume
error codes.
There are tools that help you test your API thorou ghly, so you don’t
have an excuse not to make sure what you ship really works.
SmartBear and Runscope should be under your radar, if you really
care about your API.
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Reliab ility

Does your API work flawlessly repeat edly? You should care about
uptime, rate limiting and thrott ling, to make sure that every API call is
handled properly according to your usage policies. If you have a
business model around your API, then you should pay extra attention
to this reliab ility.
Again, you don’t have to reinvent the wheel. Products like 3scale
offer all these tools so you can sleep better without worrying if your
API is down.

Profic iency

Does your API increase developers skills? After fulfilling all the
previous needs, you should provide ready to consume docume ‐
ntation and libraries that educate develo pers, amplifying their skills. If
possible, offer tools that encourage discussion and partic ipa tion.
You should take a look at tools like apiary.io and Swagger, that let
you describe and document your API progra mma tic ally.

Creativity

The last layer of the pyramid is related with all the new things
developers can build with your API. Can your API be used in
unexpected ways? You should foster innovation among your API
developer community so new products can be built by mixing
different APIs together. If you’re too rigid about what developers can
or cannot do, your API popularity will certainly decrease.
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